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SMOOTH AMBLER SPIRITS INTRODUCES THE RETURN OF 
OLD SCOUT STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 99 PROOF 

America’s Best Craft Whiskey Distillery Re-Releases One Of Its Most Sought After Whiskies 
  

New York, NY (Embargo Release Date | September 9, 2019): Eight years since its original debut, Smooth 
Ambler Spirits introduces the return of Old Scout Straight Bourbon Whiskey 99 Proof. This expression, which 
quickly gained a cult-like following, became beloved by bourbon hunters and flew off store shelves – will once 
again be available in limited hand-selected batches starting fall 2019.   
  
Smooth Ambler Spirits is known as much for the bold and balanced flavors of their bourbons as they are for 
the bold balance in their lives, livelihood, and the way they celebrate both how a whiskey tastes and where it is 
distilled. Firm believers that good whiskey comes from someplace really good, the American distilling company 
pioneered and popularized transparency in whiskey sourcing when they first launched the Old Scout brand. 
Smooth Ambler Spirits continues to deliver on their core beliefs and demonstrates this within their portfolio, 
as well as with the new release of Old Scout Straight Bourbon Whiskey 99 Proof.  
  
This seriously good whiskey, made by (mostly) serious people (like founder John Little), is a high-rye recipe 
bourbon made from 60% corn, 36% rye and 4% malted barley. Straight Bourbon whiskey bottled at 99 proof, 
Old Scout is sweet and smooth, with notes of butterscotch, leather and cherry pipe tobacco. Little says, 
“Bringing back this well-loved expression warms my heart, both literally and figuratively. It delivers the bold 
character that excellent bourbon is known for and that Johnny and I love so much. And, it holds a special place 
in the Smooth Ambler family because it is our true OG story of ‘scouting out’ good whiskey.”     
  
Smooth Ambler’s Old Scout Straight Bourbon Whiskey 99 Proof is non chill-filtered and bottled at 49.5% 
alcohol by volume.  The new expressions will be available in limited, hand-selected batches at wine and spirits 
shops (SRP: $44.99 / 750 mL), restaurants and bars in the U.S starting fall 2019.  Additionally, custom retailer 
picks of Old Scout Bourbon Single Barrels will also return.  
  
For more information visit us at www.smoothambler.com and follow us on Instagram 
at  www.instagram.com/smoothambler. 


